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Innovations in RV Air Conditioning are Not Coming Soon to a Rooftop Near You. 

The idea for this document originally started out about how to read specifications for a mini-

split heat pump to compare budge vs. premium models for use in an RV.  I have expanded the scope a 

bit to include comparison of some representative RV rooftop units and other alternative types that are 

or can be used in an RV. 

I’m using a premium mini-split heat pump in my custom camper and have been asked why I 

didn’t use the ‘normal’ roof mounted RV A/C. Briefly, in my engineering career, I‘ve worked in both in 

custom RV and custom air conditioning manufacturing. I see RV rooftop units as poor performers, 

generations behind the industry state of the art, noisy, power hungry and located in the wrong place. I 

hope that through comparison of representative examples of different units, that I can demonstrate the 

performance differences and improve your understanding of types of equipment available for cooling 

(and heating) an RV that may work better. 

A/C equipment is available in two categories; the ‘packaged unit’ and a ‘split system’. A/C 

industry uses the term ‘packaged unit’ to identify a single cabinet containing all 6 operating 

components. RV rooftop, residential ‘window’ and portable A/C units are all examples of un-ducted 

‘packaged units’. The downfall of un-ducted packaged units is that the noise generating compressor and 

condenser fan are close to the user. Split systems, have only the evaporator coil and fan inside while the 

noisier compressor, condenser fan and condenser coil are outside, away from the user. Typical 

residential central air conditioning units are examples of ducted split systems but there is also a 

‘ductless’  split system commonly referred to as a ‘mini-split’.  

 In considering options for RV A/C, it is prudent to consider types other than the classic roof A/C.  

There are a number of folks that have mounted a ‘window’ unit through a wall and it works well for 

them. Appearances aside, (roof top units are ugly too) they actually make a lot more sense than you 

may think. I didn’t want the noise an un-ducted packaged unit brings, so I settled on a split system. 

There has been a very large market for decades for mini-split systems in Europe and Asia where houses 

typically don’t have forced air central heat. The market demands and government regulation have 

incentivized a lot of competitive innovation in mini-splits. There are also a new crop of DC powered units 

coming into the RV market. Are they the Holy Grail of RV A/C?... I think not and I’ll show why. 

 Components used in different generations of equipment differ greatly. A classic single speed 

system can only regulate temperature by turning on and off periodically. Due to the need to keep a 

stable temperature, shutting off for too long or running for too long creates broad temperature swings 

so single speed systems need to be sized closely to the needed capacity (unfortunately, needs change). 

All air conditioning systems operate most efficiently and effectively when running continuously but fixed 

capacity equipment can typically be off up to 30% of the time, making their effective cooling capacity 

range 70-100%. Switching on and off is a significant source of efficiency loss. Newer, more efficient 

equipment uses a combination of variable capacity components to operate almost continuously while 

varying cooling capacity over a range of as much as 30-120%.  
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There are 6 components needed to make an A/C system; 

 Motor/compressor units are the most 

important and most improved 

component. Originally a piston 

compressor driven by a single phase AC 

motor had poor motor efficiency (~65-

70%) and high starting amperage. 

Current variable capacity compressors 

use 3 phase motors (80+% efficient) 

driven over a range of speeds by Variable 

Frequency Drives(VFD, aka ‘inverters’). 

Future designs may use ‘Electrically Commutated (EC)’ DC motors also know as ‘BrushLess DC (BLDC) 

motors (85% efficient) with simpler variable speed control. Variable speed brings the ability to vary 

system capacity which improves efficiency, reduces temperature swings and has no start-up surge.  

Since I’ve wetted your appetite by touting the efficiency of DC motors, it is important to note that, 

as efficient as EC/BLDC motors can be, their high efficiency is only achieved at low amperage, which 

for high power motors, also means high 

voltage. The ‘dream’ of running a highly 

efficient DC air conditioner for your RV is 

not likely to be possible on 12V.  While 

there are 12VDC units in the market, they 

are small and will likely remain less efficient 

than high voltage units for this reason.  

Compressor designs have also changed 

from reciprocating pistons that create 

unavoidable vibration to more efficient 

‘scroll’ mechanisms. 

 The most common expansion devices are small tubing sections called Manual Capillary Tubes (MCT) 

and thermostatic expansion valves (TXV). TXV’s are more capable balance valves that automatically 

adjust by sensing the evaporator temperature. To support a wider ranging system capacity, 

Electronic Expansion Valves (EEV’s) that can react more quickly, over a wider range are the norm in 

variable capacity systems. Turning air conditioners into an efficient space heaters (aka heat pumps) 

has become possible using ‘reversing valves’ that add only a little to complexity, cost and weight to 

provide a dual purpose system. Heat pumps are not simply another form of electric heat. They are 

far more powerful and typically 3 times more efficient than other forms of electricity sourced heat. 

 Evaporator and condenser coils have changed the least but one significant improvement is to coat 

the aluminum fins with materials that prevent corrosion, and enhance shedding of condensed 

water. Shedding water more readily may not seem very important but reducing dust collection and 

mold growth (on wet fins), improves heat exchange. 
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 Heat exchanger fans benefit from variable speeds similar to compressors by tailoring their energy 

consumption to the needs of the system and environment. Keeping all parts of the system operating 

at a capacity that can maintain stable operation at the highest efficiency is an obvious goal. Keeping 

the noise down while doing so, seems like a side benefit but I think we can all agree, it is important. 

Variable capacity has been the theme through the component improvement points above so 

some better explanation of the differences between fixed and variable capacity systems is necessary.   

A fixed capacity unit (with only one compressor speed) manages temperature in a conditioned 

space by turning on and off. (Gray line on the chart below); 

1) The compressor starts and runs for several minutes, collecting and compressing refrigerant to 

deliver to the expansion device. Cooling starts slowly and over several more minutes reaches full 

capacity. When the space cools to the desired temperature (set point), the compressor shuts off.  

2) Since refrigerant has been compressed and collected as a liquid in the condenser, pressure 

causes it to continue to flow into the evaporator, produce cooling for several more minutes, further 

reducing the temperature in the space.  

3) Now that the room is under cooled, the system remains off for a time.  

4) The space eventually warms above the set point, the compressor starts and refrigerant 

compression begins again but the space continues to warm before enough refrigerant accumulates to 

start cooling.  

5) Eventually, the system stabilizes and full capacity begins to bring the temperature down.  

The time the compressor spends starting up, delivers no useful cooling and is essentially wasted 

effort (energy) although necessary work is accomplished. The same can be said of the time just after the 

compressor shuts off. The energy spent compressing refrigerant is lost to over cooling the space. Both 

contribute to inefficiency and represent poor control. 
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The variable capacity (‘Inverter’) systems behave differently;  

6) When the system starts, it recognizes the current temperature is well off the set point and 

there is a need for rapid cooling. The compressor immediately runs at its highest speed (120%) to charge 

enough refrigerant to begin cooling. The EEV opens wide and the compressor continues at high speed to 

bring temperature to the set point as quickly as possible. As temperature nears the set point, the 

compressor resumes normal speed. 

7) As soon as temperature reaches the set point, the compressor slows down and nearly closes 

the EEV to restrict release of stored refrigerant, preventing over cooling. Over the next few minutes, 

controls evaluate compressor and fan speeds, refrigerant flow, evaporator and condenser pressures, 

making small adjustments to keep the controlled space temperature within the acceptable range. 

8) Fluctuations in the room are compensated for by running fans and compressor faster or 

slower, releasing more or less of the stored refrigerant as necessary. The objective is not only to cool the 

space and maintain a reserve of refrigerant in the condenser but to stabilize the whole system at a lower 

capacity. There is no desire or need to shut off the compressor if can run within the capacity need of the 

space.  

These examples are the two extremes and both are in production. Making a single speed motor 

into a two speed is the start of a variable capacity system (and there are a number of them). With a 

smart control, a two speed compressor system can provide better control and efficiency but because 

there are quite a few factors affecting system operation, it takes more than just one variable speed 

component to make an effective variable capacity system that can remain stable and efficient across the 

range of operation. 

I have selected 6 different units intended to represent the mixture of equipment types on the 

market and listed their significant operational data on the attached table; 1 - residential window units, 2 

- residential mini-splits, 2 - RV roof mounted, and 1- 12VDC RV roof mounted. Each has different 

strengths and weaknesses. In covering these 6 units, my intent is to address equipment of similar types 

and some specific features. What I would like you to take away from this whole discussion is a better 

understanding of the component options available and their effect on the system, to make a better 

informed decision. There are simply too may opinions and rumors circulating on the subject to make 

good decisions without the ‘numbers’. 

These units all operate on 120VAC (except one on 12VDC) and could be used in an RV with some 

planning. The smaller and more efficient, variable speed models can be run on battery or 

battery/inverter systems without needing a ‘soft start’ (saving $300). This study is not intended to 

recommend any one unit or type but to compare capabilities, costs and efficiencies, so that you can 

decide which form factors and features best work with your RV and priorities. 
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1) Amana 8000 residential window; 8 kBTU, $270 

While this seems like the ‘poor man’s solution’, 

deeper evaluation shows it to be a very cost 

effective cooling solution that is superior in many 

ways; lowest overall cost, lightest, smallest, best 

cost efficiency, best space efficiency and higher in 

performance (EER) than most roof mounted units. 

As a small ‘packaged unit’, it is simple to install but  

is not without shortcomings; 1) Since RV’s are not 

designed with this form factor in mind, it can 

appear as a ‘wart’ in the camper if not creatively incorporated (true with mini-splits too). 2) An 8kBTU 

capacity is only 60% of a typical roof unit, possibly requiring multiple units.  3) Since this type unit is, and 

always will be, a ‘low priced leader’, it is unlikely to ever be significantly improved with variable capacity 

components which could improve its operational range and efficiency. Simple units are likely to remain 

noisy and be viewed as disposable in the event of malfunction.   4) As a single speed, single purpose 

device, it has limited capacity to adjust to conditions and no ability to operate as a heat pump. This 

study shows it to be very efficient at 95F but its overall efficiency will suffer as it encounters cooler or 

hotter conditions. 5) Even though small, it has a significant start-up surge that adds challenges when 

being operated from portable power. 

2) Pioneer WYS wall mounted mini-split; 9kBTU, $788 

This ‘mini-split system’ has 2 separate parts, an ‘indoor unit’ 

with coil and blower and ‘outdoor unit’ with coil, blower and 

compressor. Because this is a heat pump, either indoor or 

outdoor unit can be condenser or evaporator depending on 

the operating mode. The US market has become flooded with 

these ‘ductless’ units in the past 10 years, most being made 

under ~17 brand names by a single Chinese manufacturer 

called Midea (and this is one). They generally have more 

features and higher efficiency than RV units due their variable 

capacity. The ability to provide heating or cooling makes it a ‘heat pump’. An alternate source of space 

heating may be beneficial and economical if connected to shore power. This particular heat pump has a 

‘low ambient’ feature which permits it to still provide heat in temperatures as low as -13F (normally 

heat pumps only operate down to ~20F). Its shortcomings are; 1) The variable capacity components 

have comparatively small operating ranges and they are generally less efficient than premium brands, 2) 

indoor blowers are noisier and not as powerful (this one is actually not powerful enough) as premium 

brands, 3) they are larger and heavier for a given capacity than premium brands. 4) They are effectively 

disposable appliances to some degree because of their low cost and an undeveloped spare part or 

service system (not much different from rooftop A/C’s). 
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3) LG LS090HXV2 Wall mounted mini-split; 9kBTU, $869 

This is one of several premium brands of mini-splits, typically made 

in Asia or Europe. It is built with premium components that produce 

a high performing, efficient unit. It has the largest variable capacity 

range, the highest efficiency, the quietest operation, small size, and 

light weight. All at a cost that is a only a little higher than the 

‘bargain brand’. Even when considering the efficiency losses of 

operating from a battery/inverter, it remains the highest efficiency 

unit and even higher efficiency models are available (see comparison 

of ‘EER with 92% inverter efficiency’). Its only significant 

shortcoming is that it is only capable of producing heat down to 14F 

(vs. -13F for the ‘low ambient capable’ Pioneer). 

4) Coleman Mach3+; 13.5kBTU, $870 

I chose this to represent the ‘standard’ RV roof A/C 

for comparison purposes. By my scoring, this unit 

performs poorly in most every category. While it 

singular high score is in fan airflow, that airflow is still 

inadequate for its size and produces the most noise 

of any unit, so its hard to call it a positive. It is pretty amazing to compare the mini-split units with all the 

modern equipment at almost the same price as this unit which has absolutely nothing remarkable. 

Heating capacity can only be added to this unit by adding an internal resistance heater (equivalent to a 

large portable electric heater) that has poor efficiency relative to what it could do if the same effort 

were spent to change components to convert it to a heat pump. Looking at ‘heating COP’ for the mini-

splits, you will see that for every unit of electricity used to operate a heat pump, they produce more 

than 3 units of heat. With the strip heaters in this unit, the resulting heating delivered is less than that 

electrical energy supplied.  

5) Coleman Mach 10; 13.5kBTU, $1,130 

This unit is a more modern representation of a roof 

A/C. Because detailed information on RV A/C units is 

not published (because it is embarrassing), I’ve had 

to make some guesses based what is publish. I 

assume they began using a 2 speed compressor 

motor and changed to a scroll compressor. Both increase efficiency. The operating range is still small but 

the efficiency improvement is respectable (relatively). The fan airflow was also lowered (from something 

already not adequate) and fan noise improved. I assume, they are using a smaller fan just to cut the 

outrageous noise down bit. The ratio of airflow to cooling capacity should be 33CFM per 1kBTU. This 

unit has less than 60% which is not enough air to carry heat into the unit or cooled air away efficiently. 

This unit has the worst fan capacity of units listed. I can’t come up with anything good to say here. 
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6) Nomadic 3000; 3kw/11,830kBTU, $4,590 

Lots of folks are in love with the idea that 12VDC 

powered A/C will provide the best efficiency and 

offer a path to direct battery powered operation. 

While I understand their desires, they fail to realize 

the reality; the same efficiency losses a 12VDC 

inverter experiences occur in exactly the same way 

in 12V BLDC motor controls. Amperage induced 

efficiency losses are unavoidable any time you attempt to either convert or operate from 12VDC. The 

only way to achieve efficient, direct, DC powered A/C is by using 48V or high voltage DC battery systems. 

48V mini-splits exist already and ARE very efficient….see Hotspotenergy.com. 

This unit is EXTREMELY expensive for what it is and has little to recommend it other than it is light 

weight and the potential electrical simplicity. It has two speed modes;  ‘Eco’ and ‘Powerful’. They have 

published power consumption data making it easy to compute that it has the lowest efficiency of all the 

‘new’ products listed, even when compared to 120VAC units running on 92% efficient inverter power. 

The EER of this unit is 9.9 and is only better than the old style roof A/C (likely just due to the assumed 

scroll compressor). The broad 2 speed range should be a significant efficiency boost over a range of 

conditions but capacity data is not available to compute efficiency in ‘eco’ mode.  

There is little technical information on this unit. Trying to figure out what is or may become, I did some 

extrapolation; 1) To provide for customization and ease assembly, it uses rubber refrigerant lines, 

retained by a pair of cinch clamps. This is a sign they must be using automotive refrigerant, either R134a 

or R1234YF. 2) R134a/R1234YF system components are mostly automotive technology based. The 

newest automotive compressors use scroll mechanisms as do EV A/C compressor designs from which I 

assume this draws. 3) They are most likely using a brushless DC (BLDC) motor with a 2 speed control 

since they list power draws associated with 2 different operating levels. BLDC motors are theoretically 

very efficient variable speed drives but not on 12 volts at this power level. Very high amperages 

necessary to operate at low voltages result in substantial efficiency looses, which is why EV’s use 

360VDC motors for A/C. 4)  They are also most likely using a thermostatic expansion valve since their 

capacity range between ‘Eco’ and ‘Powerful’ is  too large (~40%)  for a capillary tube.  

This unit appears to have ho-hum performance (on par with old roof top A/Cs). With underwhelming 

performance and overwhelming price, it has a long way to go in both cost and performance to be 

competitive in the mass market. 
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Amana 8000

Pioneer (Midea) 

WYS009AMFl19HLD LG LS090HXV2 Coleman Mach 3+ Coleman Mach 10 Nomadic 3000

Price (MAR22 approximate) $270 $788 $869 $870 $1,130 $4,590

Type Packaged- Window A/C Mini-Split Heat Pump Mini-Split Heat Pump Packaged - Roof A/C Packaged - Roof A/C w/heat Packaged - Roof A/C

Class Window - Residential Ductless Residential Ductless Residential Old style RV Rooftop New style RV Rooftop 12VDC RV Rooftop

1 Rated Cap 8kBTU 9kBTU 9kBTU 13.5kBTU 13.5kBTU 11.83kBTU

2 Compressor 1ph/1Spd/Piston 3Ph/VFD/Scroll 3Ph/VFD/Scroll 1ph/1Spd/Piston 1ph/2Spd/Scroll BLDC/2spd/Scroll

3 Expansion Valve MCT EEV EEV MCT MCT TXV

4 Refrigerant R410a R410a R410a R410a R410a R134a/R1234YF

5 Capacity (min-rated-max) kBTU/Hr 8.00 5.8-9-10.3 3.07-9-10.33 13.50 13.50 11.83

6 Input Power (min-rated-max) Watts None - 661- None 292-782-1087 NA-732-NA 1,400(3,500*) NA-1,216-1,500 (5,460*) 696 - 1200 - None

7 Capacity range 100% 64% - 114% 34% - 115% 100% 81% - 100% 58% - 100%

8 EER (Running @95F) 12.1 11.5 12.3 9.6 11.1 9.9

9 EER w/92% inverter inefficiency 10.9 10.6 11.3 8.9 10.2 9.9

10 SEER 19.5 20

11 Capacity (min-rated-max) kBTU/Hr 5.4-10-10.9 3.07-10.9-12.52 Opt:5.6kBTU heat strip 5.6kBTU heat strip

12 Input Power (min-rated-max) Watts 335-925-1,100 NA-875-NA 1,800 1,800

13 Coefficient of Performance, COP Watts(heat)/Watts(elec) 3.11 3.65 0.91 0.91

14 Air Flow CFM 206 / 188 / 171 247/182/129 459/353/264/148 320 265

15 Sound Pressure/Noise dBA 60 / 58 / 56 38/32/25 42/36/28/21 60+ 50+ 60

Dimensions (l x w x h) Inches 28.5 x 7.375 x 11.375 32.925 x 7.425 x 12.125

Weight Pounds 22.5 19.2

Dimensions (l x w x h) Inches 18.6 x 17 x 13.3 30.375 x 11.875 x 21.875 28.25 x 9.0625 x 19 38 x 26.1 x 13.8 38 x 26.2 x 11.8 37.75 x 31 x 7

Weight Pounds 51 72 58.4 83 92 61

Cool 16 Operating Range Degrees F 5 - 122 14 - 118

Heat 17 Operating Range Degrees F -13 - 86 14 - 65

18 Total Equipment Volume Cubic Feet 2.4 5.9 4.5 7.9 6.80 4.7

19 Combined Weight Pounds 51.0 94.5 77.6 83.0 92.00 61.0

20 Space Efficiency kBTU/CuFt 3.3 1.5 2.0 1.7 1.99 2.5

21 Heat+Cool Cost Efficiency $/kBTU 33.8 37.2 38.0 64.4 59.16 388.0

22 Cooling Cost Efficiency $/kBTU 33.8 76.5 84.1 64.4 83.70 388.0

23 Fan Efficiency CFM/dBA 3.4/3.2/3.05 6.5/5.7/5.2 10.9/9.8/9.4/7.0 5.3 5.30

24 Fan Capacity CFM/kBTU 25.8 22.7 44.4 23.7 19.63

25 Warranty 1 yr 5yr parts/comp. 5yr parts/comp(10yr) 2yr parts/comp. 2yr parts/comp.

26 Heat exchanger coating Gold Fin'

27 Dehumidification Pints per hour 1.76 2.08 2.32 None None None
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Table Footnotes 

1) The standard measure of capacity for HVAC equipment in the US in imperial units is the British Thermal Unit or BTU. The BTU being a 

small quantity relatively speaking, equipment capacities typically rated in thousands of BTUs abbreviated ‘kBTU’. 3,412 BTUs are 

equal to 1,000 Watts or 1kW. 

2) The term ‘compressor’ in refrigeration, typically refers to the combination of motor and compressor. There are several types of 

motors and several types of compressors that can be combined. 

a. Electric motors 

i. Operating on 120V, single phase power, the primary motor is likely to be an induction motor that has 2 

internal windings, one for starting and one for running. Each winding uses a capacitor to simulate a second power phase to 

permit operation. Use of single phase electricity and capacitors is an inefficient but necessary method of operation, typically 

resulting in ~83-87% maximum motor efficiency. Motor starting is also fairly difficult, requiring high amperages for the first 

second or two. 

ii. Three phase induction motors are far more efficient (93-95%) than single phase and have higher starting 

torque without the use of a capacitor. They can be used on single phase power using an electronic speed control called a 

‘variable frequency drive’ (VFD). Since induction motor speed is a function of power frequency, a typical 60Hz power will rotate 

a single pole motor at 3600RPM (1RPM per AC power cycle). The VFD converts single phase power to three phase at a 

controlled frequency of its choosing. Operating on constant voltage three phase power at a varying frequency, can maintain 

full output power over a wide range of speeds. From a full stop, increasing the frequency can start motor rotation gradually, 

ramping the motor speed up to a desired level without requiring a high current. Similarly, it can forced to slow down till it stops 

bu reducing the frequency. 

iii. Brushless direct current motors use a permanent magnetic ‘runner’ (rotating portion) being driven by 

multiples of 3 coils (in the stationary motor housing. They require an electronic device controller to time the energizing of the 

coils for speed control. In this manner, they are similar in operation to a 3 phase induction motor but somewhat less efficient. 

Powerful magnetic fields needed to produce high motor torque are not efficiently created with low voltage sources such as 

12V automotive voltages. 

b. Compressor mechanism 

i. Piston compressors are the most common type and can be arranged with multiple cylinders in-line on a 

common crank shaft. In a second type pistons are be arranged in a circle ( called a radial compressor) and 

operated by a crankshaft like mechanism called a ‘swash plate’. The former is most common in older 

refrigeration designs. The latter, is mostly used in automotive applications because a high capacity compressor 

can be built in a small space. Most automotive compressors contain 5-7 pistons in a cylinder about 6” 

diameter x 8” long. 

ii. A newer, more sophisticated type of rotary compressor called a ‘scroll’ compressor uses interlocking spiral 

grooves on plates to ‘squeeze’ a constant stream of gas through its channels. These mechanisms require 

constant force and small oscillations, reducing vibration and simplifying the load on the motor resulting in a 

more efficient operation. Automotive versions also exist that appear similar to radial piston designs. 

3) An expansion device is one of the 6 essential components of a refrigeration system. Their purpose is to hold back high pressure 

refrigerant liquid and release it into the evaporator coil at a rate that maximizes the cooling. There are 3 forms, each with benefits. 

a. Manual capillary tubes (MCTs) or orifice tubes are a size reduction in the liquid refrigerant line ahead of the evaporator 

coil that causes a pressure drop as the liquid passes through it. It is a simple and inexpensive mechanism that has little 

ability to adjust the flow of refrigerant to changing conditions. These are commonly used in automotive air conditioners 

and more stable cooling environments such as residential comfort cooling. 

b. Thermostatic Expansion Valves (TXVs) are a class of purely mechanical, pressure balanced valves (pressure on both sides 

of the valve affect its operation) that functions similar to the orifice tube in that it releases refrigerant liquid at a 

controlled rate but with the added ability to sense the temperature and pressure in the evaporator coil and open or close 

slightly adjust over a short range to improve refrigerant utilization. This is the most common type used in most 

refrigeration.  

c. Electronic Expansion Valves (EEVs) are a modern and significant improvement on the thermostatic expansion valve. By 

using electric sensors and electric actuation of the expansion port, it has a much faster and broader range of control that 

allows it to keep up with a wide variety of compressor capacity and environmental conditions. This is the most 

sophisticated type, is expensive and us only used with continuously variable compressors. 

4) A ‘refrigerant’ is a chemical with unique properties that by changing its pressure, changes it from liquid to gas and gas to liquid. It is 

used both to absorb and give off heat within a refrigeration system. Different properties can affect temperatures, pressures, and 

heat capacity. Many refrigerants are also ozone depleting or green house gasses and have been modified or outright abandoned 

over the years which are why numerous types exist. 
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a. R410a is a mixture of two refrigerants, most commonly used in residential central air conditioning. It has a fairly high 

operating pressure (300-500psi) and requires metal lines and strict attention to mechanical fittings. 

b. R134a is mostly used in small system such as automobile air conditioning and small refrigerators. It has a fairly low 

operating pressure (50-200 psi) which makes it suitable for systems which need to use flexible rubber hoses. 

5) Refrigeration capacity in some of the equipment listed have variable speed compressors and therefore also has a variable capacity. 

Typically, units with multi speed motors are rated at the maximum speed and have lower speed settings. Units equipped with 

variable frequency drives have the ability to drive the motor both faster and slower than its continuous duty capacity. The speeds 

(and associated capacities) that are higher can only be operated for a short time (~30 minutes) and are limited by the system 

controller. 

6) Refrigeration equipment, even fixed capacity type, consumes a variable amount of power depending on environmental conditions. 

Most power ratings are specified at 95F ambient temperature which is the temperature used to calculate EER. 

7) The capacity range identifies the refrigeration capacity of the equipment that it experiences as it changes compressor speed. It can 

be stepwise or continuous, depending on motor control design. 

8) Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) is a benchmark created by the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air conditioning 

Engineers (ASHRAE). It is a dimensionless number that allows comparison of widely varying equipment at standard conditions. It is 

defined as the measure of; cooling capacity in kBTU/ energy input in kW at 95F. Fixed speed refrigeration design attempt to optimize 

performance at this temperature to achieve a better ‘score’ with no regard to how it performs at other temperatures.  

9) ‘EER with inverter inefficiency’ allows comparison of AC equipment operating on a battery/inverter source to be able to be 

compared to DC equipment operating directly from the battery. 

10) Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) is a measure of the efficiency of the equipment over the whole range of 

times/temperatures/humidity’s (specified by ASHRAE) to be encountered over a cooling season. It is a better approximation of the 

overall efficiency at temperatures both above and below the 95F defined in EER. As a rule, efficiencies improve below 95F and 

decline above 95F.This requirement encourages designers to be concerned about efficient operation over a larger range of 

operation. Only regulated residential, central air conditioning equipment is required to compute and comply to SEER efficiencies. 

Achieving good ratings on both is more than a little game. EER and SEER efficiencies CANNOT be compared. A fixed capacity piece of 

equipment and variable capacity piece of equipment with the same EER, most likely WOULD have very different SEER ratings. For 

instance, if a fixed capacity piece of equipment is designed to have a good EER of 12, its SEER may never be above 15 but a variable 

capacity equipment may reach 20 or higher. A high SEER design is one whose performance improves a lot as temperature goes down 

and declines little as temperature rises.   

11) Heating capacities are noted for units with heating options. Two heating options exist. Mini-split systems operate as heat pumps. 

Roof A/C’s add electrical resistance heaters. 

12) Input power necessary to operate the associated heating systems varies greatly with the electro-mechanical efficiency of the 

equipment.  

a. Heat pumps MOVE heat using electrical energy. As such, one unit of electrical energy allows them to collect and move 2 

or more units of heat from the environment, into the conditioned space, yielding more than 3 total units of heat. The 

energy used to move heat, becomes heat itself and is carried into the conditioned space.  

b. Resistance heaters, CONVERT electrical energy directly into heat. Without the ‘leverage’ that a mechanical system 

affords, the most heat they offer is a 100% efficient conversion. In this case, the system is less than completely efficient 

because some heat escapes from the A/C unit on the roof, into the environment. 

13) The effectiveness of heating equipment is measured by the Coefficient of Performance (COP) which is a ratio of the total heat energy 

conveyed divided by the total electrical energy needed to accomplish it. A number greater than one, requires some device to gather 

an move heat. The 3x ‘amplification’ of heating by the heat pump is necessary to make electrically powered heating economical. 

14) Moving air across a heat exchanger is the means by which we gather heat from the room and allow it to concentrate in the 

refrigerant. The efficient operation of any heat exchange system requires that there be sufficient air volume to convey the heat. A 

high volume air flow is necessary to support operation of any kind of high capacity, air sourced heating or cooling. That high volume 

can be achieved by having flow occur over either a large area or high at speed.  Using un-ducted packaged unit A/C does not afford 

the he opportunity for a large area flow, so air volume has to be achieved by high velocity.  

15) High velocity air creates noise. With the small intake and discharge area available on all of these packaged units, a lot of noise is 

inevitable. If using a 14x14 hole as both return and supply as a roof unit does, the noise generated is inescapable. Quiet operation is 

innate for the mini-split unit because they have broad supply and return ducts, greatly reducing air velocity. 

16) Refrigerant based system use air to move heat and rely on temperature differences between their respective coils and air in the 

environments to collect or reject heat. At some point, the temperature of the environment becomes so extreme that it becomes 

beyond the capacity of the refrigerant to move enough heat to operate. For instance, the mini-splits show a maximum temperature 

of around 120F as the limit of their A/C capacity. This literally means, the refrigerant if the outside air is 120F, that the refrigerant 

cannot get hot enough to reject the heat it has collected. 
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17) If it gets too cold outside, there is little heat available to be absorbed and moved. A ‘low ambient’ feature can be incorporated into 

heat pumps, allowing them to operate at very low temperatures. The Pioneer unit can operate as low as -13F where the LG unit can 

only operate down to 14F. 

18) Absolute volume, using the cabinet size measurements, this is the amount of space required for the equipment. This helps measure 

how much space the equipment occupies and can be used to measure how space efficient it is. 

19) Absolute combined weight is the field where both units of the split system are added and shown with the weights of the other 

packaged units. 

20) Relative space efficiency uses capacity (in kBTU) divided by the equipment volume (in CuFt) to see how compactly the equipment is 

assembled. A key element of this measurement is the size of evaporator and condenser coils. More efficient units use larger coils. 

This provides relative measure design efficiency. 

21) Relative cost efficiency of the system based on both heating and cooling capacities. Total cost of the unit divided by the sum of 

heating and cooling capacity. Units that can offer both functions in the same cabinet for a competitive price should benefit. 

22) Relative cost efficiency of the system based on just cooling capacity (ignores heating capacity even if you paid for it). If you are only 

interested in the cooling capacity and want to compare, this would be it. 

23) Relative fan efficiency compares the volume of the air moved to the noise it creates in doing so. Higher numbers are better (more air 

with less noise). 

24) Relative fan capacity exists because manufacturers cheat. In order to reduce noise, they reduce airflow, often to below what is 

necessary for the equipment to operate properly. The HVAC rule of thumb on this is that there needs to be ~400CFM of air per 

12kBTU of system capacity. To make it easier to use with system of varying sizes, it is easier to express as 33CFM per 1kBTU.  All but 

one of the 4 units providing data, have inadequate air flow (some grossly). 

25) Do warranties matter? Infant failures are definitely possible. Most RV units have a very sort warranty window. It is also important to 

note that A/C warranties are ‘parts only’ and don’t include labor of any kind. 

26) Heat exchanger coatings are a new thing. They reduce corrosion and facilitate condensate water shedding which in turn, reduce dust 

accumulation and virtually prevent growth of things that grow on wet surfaces. 

27) Dehumidification is definitely something an RV can benefit from but few A/C’s do.    


